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WHY INTELLIGENCE TESTS MUST CHANGE

Over the past 20 years approximately, a aignificant number of developments

have occurred in the fields of human psychology and psychometry which, taken

collctively suggest that we may be due for some major changes in the way we

conceptualize, and more importantly the way we measure intelligence. It ia

remarkable that the underlying premises upon which the measure:sent of

intelligence has been based continue to hold away, given the dramatic

increases in our knowledge of cognitive processes. In fairness, the

traditional measures of intelligence have served long and well, and will

doubtless continue to be used and defended for some time to come.

Nevertheless, the forces for chav, are there. The needs of cliniciana have

changed, as they are increasingly being required to provide specific and

substantiated recommendations for intervention based upon their assessments.

Contemporary thought and theory regarding intelligence is making traditional

approaches to assessing intelligence increasingly less relevant. Where once

psychometry drove theory, in the future theory will have to drive psychometry.

The resainder of this paper will examine the origins of the traditional

measures of intelligence, the factors that are making the traditional measures

less relevant, the obstacles that will continue to stand in the way of change,

and a brief summary.

A brief hiatory of intelligence testing

Sir Francis Galton is generally credited with devising the first

measurement systems which were intended to index differences in human

intelligence (Kaufman, Clark, & Flaitz, in preas). It was Galton's belief,

predicated largely upon the work of his cousin, Charles Darwin, that within

the human species graduations of abilities would be found as a consequence of

genetic variations. Galton's tests of sensory-motor skills were taken as

tOdence of intellectual potency based on two arguments. Extending the

philosophies of Locke ana Hume, Galton reasoned that all knowledge of the

world derived from senmation. Hence the intelligence of an individual would

manifoat itself in an manner commensurate with the efficacy of the sensory
,

apparetUs. -The'second argument was based on the patterns observed in Galton's

date. A clf4se correlation could ahown between his measures and independent

measures of intellectual status such as the station of the individual in
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society. Galton's methods remained pre-eminent in England and Europe through

the turn of the century, and they were brought to the U.S. by James McKean

Cettell.

In France, Alfred Binet succeeded in mounting a challenge to the type of

measures Gelton advocated, based.upon his work for the French Miniater of

Public Instruction. Binet's goal was to implement a testing program to

identify the azademically deficient among the children entering the public

school system. Binet devised a battery of easement activities which tapped

general fund of knowledge, verbal skills, aesory, and reasoning (Binet &

Simon. 1895). These measures were graduated in cosplexity and difficulty to

be appropriate for various age groups. The instrument was intended to be

interpreted as an index of academic readiness.

For a brief period at the turn of the century, the testing movement lost

momentum as the result of a couple of widely reported studies. Wissler (1901)

and Sharp (1898-99) investigated the immures of Sinet and Galton and found

little empirical evidence of a relationship between those aeasures and other

indicators of academic orintellectual ability. In time, deficiencies in these

studies associated with sample size and restriction of range were recognized,

buth the general enthusiasm for testing was dampened until the outset of World

War I. At that time, the need arose for efficient methods of selecting among

newly inducted mesbers of the arced forces. While Binet's scales were the

more WAely accepted measures of ability, the one-to-one method of

adainiatration was not well suited to the enoreity of tha teak. Otis ia

credited with the development of a paper-and-pencil fors of the Binet scales.

Also during this procesi, the probles of illiterate and non-English speaking

test-takers surfaced. Mon-verbal scales (subsequently known as Arsy Beta)

were devised to_assess the general:intelligence of recruits who could not be

validly asiessed with.the paper-and-pencil test fora (Army Alpha). Following

the war, the' use of intelligence tests, often virtually unchanged from the

Army forma, proliferated in business and education (Kaufman & Flaitz, in

preas).

IVaignilicant ailestona in the history of intelligence testing came about

..,as a .resultHof the -'Work Of. David Wechsler.. Wechsler, who was primarily a

:cliniciaOrtrainingb,lievad thot whileintelligence was a unitary trait.
.

it wasneanifested ih diyerse.foras, and Aaportant Clinical inforkation could
_

.

be derived4roe:a battery 'that assessed verbal and non-verbal aspects of'



intelligence separately. The result was the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for

Children (WISC) and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS). Both acales

have undergone reviaion, as has the Stanforc-Binet, an American version of the

Binet scales.

Shortcomings of traditional !assures of intelligence

Both the Wechsler scales and the Stanford-Binet have their roots in the

scales of Alfred Binet, dating back to the turn os' the century. Binet

videnced some reluctance to describe his scales as measures as intelligence,

although enthusiasts showed no similar reser/ation. Lewis 'Ferman may be more

responsible than anyone else Cor inextricsbly linking Billet's scales with the

concept of.intelligence.

Perhaps ironically, it may be that the available instrumentation did more

to drive theorizing about intelligence than theory had ever done to shape the

nature of the measures. The circumstances led Boring to affer the, well known

observation that "intellilence is hat intelligence tests ezaaure" (Boring,

1923).

The theoretical underpinnings of the traditional measures of intelligence,

such as theY ere, xisted at the time that Binet undertook the development of

his first scales nearly 90 years ago. After Binet's scales had been in use

for several years, Charles Spearman (1904) outlined a general theory of

intelligence that proposed the existence of the g factor to account for the

close correlation of apparently distinct measures of ability, such aa 13:net's

scales on one hand-sad Galton's scales on the other. Spearman's theory

actually served mcre to validate the measures of Galton and Binet than to

influence them. The two factor theory of intelligence offered by Spearman

thus can be seen as an attempt to &mount for the xisting data produced by

extant &miles rather than aerving as the catalyst for instrument development.

Some years later, Thuratone (1938) suggested an alternative theory of

intelligence in response to apparent statistical anomalies in Spearman's work.

Thuratene chase to employ a factor analytic eethodology in studying the

measurement ef.'intelligences and h proposed that more than ens factor might

exist to explain:the shared variance among a set of scales. Thurstone
,

subsequently identified nine factors which he believed to represent primary



Raimond B. Cattoll (1963) sought to resolve the apparent discrepancies

xisting between Spearman's two factor theory and Thuretone's primary

abilities model. He felt this resolution 'could be demonstrated when

ascond-order factor analysis was applied to the primary ability factors, with

the mergence of a single super-ordinate factor akin to Spearman's g. Cattail

wont on to elaborate his theory which merged as the theory of fluid and

crystallized intelligence.

Thurston. was responsible for developing a number of measures including

the Primary Abilities Test, and Cattail and Horn have produced a number of

'measures of ability, and yet none of these have successfully crossed over Iron

the xperimental lab,.whers they wore developed, to the general marketplace.

Guilford (1979) has proposed a. far more ambitious theory, the

Structure-of-Intellect Model, which auggeats that intelligence exists in three

dimensions- operations, content, and products. With 5 identified types of

operations, 4 typos of content, and 6 types of producta, Guilford's model

Ultimately posits 450 types of intelligence. Guilford and his associates have

succeeded in developing instruments which assess sore of the 150 categories,

but the tests have generated little commercial interest.

While tilers are other ilportant theoretical models of intelligence, the

point is established that the traditional, commercially successful measures of

intelligence are in no way based upon or closely related to any moor
theoretical position. Moreover, these intelligence tests have not changed

significantly for approximately 80 years.

Of oven greater concern than the observation that traditional tests of

intelligence worm not initially formulated along explicit theoretical linos is

the recognition 4:dhow far research and theory have moved since these.tests

wore firstjetablishod. Perhaps most central to the now thrust of theory into

the. :topic ofintolligonee is.the treatment of intelligence as a flexible and

fluid process Orproceases.whichdevelop over the lifospan of the individual.

Alsoof:-.importanCe,ihesbeen .thcattospt t9 link cognitive processes with brain

Phyeiology..-::.:Among:Ahe theorist and reseurchers who have actively sought to

introduce, this'elternative view of intelligence ars Piaget, Horn and Cattll,

anCDasi'Hirby,andarmen.

ftthotifelebOrafing on a miler theoretical position, it can be suggested

that.Pieeet'sconeeptualization of intelligence differed significantly from

thetraditionalstatiC 10:idol in intelligence in several ways. Rather than



treating intelligence an an innate capacity factor, Piaget (1972) viewed

intelligence aa a developmental process, grounded in an invariant sequence of

stages during which intellectual akill wan manifested in a quite distinctive

manner, limited by inherent characteristics of the atage. 'What ia implicit in

Piaget's Hark ia the auggeation that intelligence is not the some thinga at

all stages of an individual's life, and that while the processes that

ultimately dictate the progressive unfolding of intellectual functioning may

be deterministic, the traditional methods of measuring intelligence cannot

adequately deal with the dramatically different manifestations of intelligence

whic% arise at various stases of intellectual development. More recently,

numerous researchers (e.g., Commoner, et al., 1982; Kitchenev, 1983; Kramer,

1983) have offered the opinion that for adults it is necessary to posit a

stage of cognitive functioning beyond Piagot's formal operations; a stage

characterized by a new fora of flexibility in dealing with problems having no

simple and scientific solution. Again the implication is that if tha

intellectual functioning of the individual is to be appropriately gauged, the

instrumentation of that assessment must in some way incorporate mechanisms for

addressing the distinctive natur of intelligence at any given stage.

Morn and Cotten (1966), whose theory of .fluid and crystallized

intelligence haa already been alluded to, represent another important

departure from traditional approaches to assess intellectual functioning. In

an article dealing with the issue of culture fair testing, Cattell (1979)

points out that traditional tests of intelligence have been and continue to be

the assessment tools of choice based upon their effectiveness in predicting

academic achievement, but that this application ia ultimately a very narrow

one. Following World Wars I and II, traditional testa of intelligence did a

poor 3ob of predicting how well an adult leaving school would do in learning

to fire a naval gun or fly a plane. Cattell ascribed this foiling to the

absence of any fluid intelligence component to the traditional intelligence

tests and suggested that the 20% of purely scholastic knowledg variance

found in traditional tests of intelligence would actually reduce predictive

validity in such Situations, as it introduced misleading, systematic error.

Das, Kirby, and Jarman (1975) have advanced a comprehensive theory of

intailigsnce and cognitiv functioning based upon a model of information

processing which can be broadly linked to specific cortical arena. Their

thetity-js'-tootet'Wthe wOrk Ag--Luria:(1970), who observed that the cortex is



ngaged in two typea of integrative activity- simultaneous and successive.

Luria divided the brain into three actor functional units- the arousal and

attention unit located in the upper brain atom and reticular formation; the

input, recodingp and storage %mit located in the occipiLal, parietal, end

frontal-temporal rgions; and the unit for planning and progressing behavior,

located in the frontal lobe. Extensive research with the model lead Das,

Kirby, and 22rman to conclude that a legitimate simultaneous-sequential

dichotomy in processing exists, and that the more traditional models that

treat rote memory (which depends heavily upon sequential processing) as

subordinate tn 'nobles aolving (which implies simultaneous processing) are

incorrect. For assessment, the implication of the work of Dee, Xirby, and

Jarman (and by xtension, Luria) ia that to appropriately measure

intelligence, an instrument must possess the capacity to assea4 aisultansous

and sequential processes separately. Their work has suggested that these two

processes adquately account for variations in cognitive functioning in

children; however, in adults, an ascessaent instrumenv would also need a third

component to address the plemning process, which appears to aanifeat itaeli

(in Piagetian7like fashion) only as the individual matures.

/n the area of neuropsychol4gy, the work of Bogen (1969), Sperry (1968),

Luria (1970), and Gammanige (1970) has proven invaluable in understanding the

winner in which the brain functions and is integrated in those functions.

Beginning with Sperry's split brain studies, it has become vident that in

some fashion the brain functions in two distinct sodalities. While it has

been suggested that this dichotoay represents a left brain-right brain

functioning (Bogen, 1969; Sperry, 1968) Luria has suggested that the divisions

of the brain are lore complex. Whatever the ultimate resolution of the

problem of location of specific brain function, it is clear that the

methodology exists for meaningfully studying the linkage between brain

structure and brain function, and that 'assessment tools for the seasurement of

brain function aust in sone fashion acknowledge the growing body of knowledge

concerning the function-structure relatftonship.

When the Binet scales wor first developed, their purpose waa sisply to

identify children who were slow or -not prepared for school. As such, the

sa3oX.evidence 'for. their validity-stessed fros the ability of the scales to
.

predict academic achievement. .nt that time there was-little concern that the

instrument7 sight-itself-be heavily loaded on acadesic achievement. Wechsler



produced his scales to serv a slightly different purpose, namely to assist in

the clinical diagnosis of intellectual impairment (Wechsler, 1975). To that

xtnt, the Wechslr scales eight be said to cola closer to the theoretical

idal of intelligence than do the Bint scals. However, evn in the case of

the Wechsler scales, their use has east often been as a aeans of confirming or

diaconfiraing an hypothesis of dysfunction, or as a aechanisa for the

identification of the source of dysfunction.

Evnts of the past dcad hav presented new challenges to the clinician

attempting to aploy intelligence teats. Thre are those who call for the

abolition of all intelligence tsts, iting prJbleas of abuse and bias. On

the other hand, many clinicians ar obliged to utilize these ease testa in

rigid anc aechanical fashion, ignoring the known limits of the tests in order

to comply with bureaucratic sandata. In part the problem ia one of practice;

that is, the clinician aust hav superior powrs of inference and deduction

than the instruments he uses. But the clinician is nonthleat :iaited to the

xtent that the tests he has available provide little inforaation beyond the

ability to distinguish function from dysfunction, and to produce a label for

the dysfunction. The findings of clinical assessnt must lead to some

opecific intervention which will benefit the client, and aust itself generate

inforaation that tuggests appropriate intervntion strategies. In 14rge part

this rquirmnt of clincal assessaent has not ben met by traditional tests

of intelligence.

One last source of difficulty for the traditional measures of intelligence

relats to their apppropriatneas for use with adults. The Billet scales were

created for the xpress purpose of assessing functioning of childrn. The

xtension of the test to young adult and/or adult populations represents

littl acme than an act of faith predicated on the tenet that intelligence is

static, or at mast accretional. While the Wechsler scals were developed in

such as aanner as to result in separate instruments for children and adults,

xamination of the subtests of ach fora reval a rmarkable degree of

overlap. Again, this is presunably due to th traditional view of

intllignc as rlatively iamutabl and unchanging over the lilespan. The

moor concessions to the delineation of child and adult intellignce on the

two fore& of the Wechsler sc'eles appear to be a slight redefinition of cme of
the tasks (typically making them "'ore difficult) and the provision of

age-appropriate norm's. As was arlir nid Cattail addrssd the problem of



assessing adult intelligence, pointing out the disappointing performance

ofptraditional scales in predicting outcomes that are more relevant for adults

than acadesic achievement.

The question of developmental changes in intellectual pOtency in the later

adult years has created controvery as well. The isportance of the question

grows as the U.S. population becomes older. The traditional view, based on

trends obtained from cross-sectional analysis of intelligence test scores

holds that following late adolescence the intellectual function as represented

by a graph line first plateaus and then declines in the later years.

Interpretation of this data has differed though. One intervetation ia that

intellectual potency declines with age, while in alternative hypothesis

suggests that cohort differences in cross-sectional studies, and intervening

history in longitudinal studies are responsible for the appearance of these

differences (Schaie, 1972). However, both calve seem to agree that the

instrusents typically esployed in the study of intellectual functioning are

poorly suited to the measurement of intelligence in older adults.

The future of intelligenge t2sting

The sorts of changes needed in the intelligence tests of the future are

readily inferred fres the lisitations Of today's tests. They lust be sore

theory-based, and specifically must address theoreticel issues that have

arisen over the past twenty years. Given that such of the contesporary work

in the area of intelligence has tended to conceptualize intelligence as

process-based,'it follows that measures of intelligence in the future lust

focus on the processes of cognitive functioning rather than the supposed

product of those proceeses. Another feature of tosorrow's intelligence tests

will hopefully be a sore relevant contsxtual basis, especially so for measures

intended to assess adult intelligence. That is to say, the nature of the

items and tasks- of the teat should be related to the types of tasks and

circumstances sore typical of adult life than is true at present. Because

tosorrow's- tests lust be more clinically useful, it is likely ,Ilat they will

sosehow:generate,-.Sore readily, diagnostic inforsation that can be applied to

Intervention. Thus, .the intelligence test %lied in the acadesic setting would
. .

ideally-telithe. instructor isportant information regarding the test-takers

.potaniial:for laarning specific types of skills. Finally, it may be that sore

teetai-----designed':for- relatively narrowly defined purposes, will miters's and
. _
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achieve co-equal prosinence with testa intended to produce global assesasenta

of intelligence.

The most complete example of tosorrow's tests available today say be the

Kaufaan Assessaent Battery for Children (K-ABC). The K-ABC is theory-based,

utilizing the principles of severra theories (e.g., Das, Kirin, and Jarsan,

1975; Luria, 1970; and Horn and Cattail, 1966). It is process-oriented. And

perhaps of greatest significance, et instrusent yields data that can guide

the teacher to productive activitien which will benefit the child. Other

instruments which share the features of theory-based, process-oriented, and

diagnostically useful are under developsent (e.g., Sternberg, 19a5;

Feuerstein, 1979; Gardner, 1983; Hunt,1978). Additionally, significant

strides are already being sad. in the computerization of certain aspects of

intelligence testing, which may result in more efficient testing.

alt2S122 tit cbgnifl LB tin traditing tut! 21 int2AVANDS2

While there is such reason for optimism in the area of intelligence

testing in the future, certain factors will impede the rapid restructuring of

the field. The foresost obstacle would appear to be the test publisher. The

history of intelligence testing seess to reveal nearly as much about test

publishing as it does about test developsent. Test publishers understandably

have a moor investment in the tests that are currently popular, and will be

hard pressed to either abandon those tests or to even-handedly promote newer

and potentially more premising tests. Factors of coat and market control

similarly make it difficult for new publishers to appear on the scone offering

superior products for competitive prices. Thus it is clear that publishers

will be a force of inertia for the forseeable future, 3u5t as they have been

in the past.

A related obstacle arises from the habits of today's teat users.

Publishers respond to sarket desand, and if a remarkable new desand for new

tests were to emerge, more than one publisher would undoubtedly respond to the'

deaand. However, the tuL,Tent users of tests re to a largo extent content

with the tests currently available to theme Perhaps more accurately, they

have learned to accommodato thesselves to the xistitg shortcoxings in today's

tests (or aro unaware Of those shortcosings) Whatever the case until test

users want better tests, the publishers are u43ikely to begir eupplying new

tats. The key to what tOmorrow's test users will demand may lie with the

11



programs thut train those individuals. Like Thomas Kuhn's description of

change in science, it may be that the chcnge in habits of test users will be

basd more upon attrition than upon a broad-based change in attitude among

existing users.

&MEI
Today's tsts of intelligenc are largely unchanged over the past 70 to 80

years, despite substantial changes in the way intelligence is conceptualized.

The history of intelligence testing reveals that much more has been done to

perfect the measurement of traits that are static and immutable than has been

done to make or keep intelligence tests relevant.

The maJor factors that make today's intelligence tests suspect are the

advances in theory, especially so in the area of cognitive psychology, more

extensive needs of clinicians, and changes in the populations with which

intelligence tests are being used. Tosorrow's tests will have to be more

theory-based, produce better diagnoatic information, and be relevant to the

types of test-takers with which they will increasingly be used. However,

changes in tests will not occur overnight, as publishers will not move rapidly

in the absence of a proven sarket, and the market will not arise until test

users are widely educated to the deficiencies of the existing tests and the

promise of tomorrow's tests.
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